6th International Conference on Information Law and Ethics

PROGRAMME

FRIDAY 30 MAY 2014 10:00 - 12:00

8:30-9:30 REGISTRATION
9:30-10:00 OPENING

Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics
Intellectual Property Issues
Chairs: Alan McKenna & Theodore Asprogerakas-
Grivas
Calibrating intellectual property: let’s not get lost in
metaphysics
Bjorn Coene

Ceremonial Amphitheater
Privacy Issues I
Chairs: Ioannis Iglezakis
Constitutional rights in “The Age of
Privacy”
Elif Kuzeci

Amphitheatre 13
Cybercrime
Chairs: Eugenia Alexandropoulou & Kostas Vergidis
Cyberterrorism in the age of high technology
Mirgen Prence & Aldo Bkkambi

10:00-10:15

Rethinking data protection in the big data
world
Alessandro Mantelero

International legal regulation of transit facilities
protection of intellectual property rights in the CIS
Viktoryia Malashevic

10:15-10:30

Constitutional rights in “The Age of
Privacy”
Elif Kuzeci

Calibrating intellectual property: let’s not get lost in
metaphysics
Bjorn Coene

Legal regulation of new forms of cyber attack
Philippe Jouglaux, Tatiana Synodinou & Lilian
Mirtou

10:30-10:45

Towards new rules for data protection?
Lilian Mitrou

Industrial property law and inventorship in Greece,
1920-1987
Stathis Arapostathis

Mobile computers, mobile devices, mobile
interfaces: … mobile ethics?
Dionysios Politis, Miltiadis Tsilagopoulos, Georgios
Kyriafinis & Alexandros Palaskas

10:45-11:00

Rethinking data protection in the big data
world
Alessandro Mantelero

International legal regulation of transit facilities
protection of intellectual property rights in the CIS
Viktoryia Malashevic

11:00-11:15

Towards new rules for data protection?
Lilian Mitrou

Industrial property law and inventorship in Greece,
1920-1987
Stathis Arapostathis

Mobile computers, mobile devices, mobile
interfaces: … mobile ethics?
Dionysios Politis, Miltiadis Tsilagopoulos, Georgios
Kyriafinis & Alexandros Palaskas

11:15-11:30

Towards new rules for data protection?
Lilian Mitrou

Industrial property law and inventorship in Greece,
1920-1987
Stathis Arapostathis

Mobile computers, mobile devices, mobile
interfaces: … mobile ethics?
Dionysios Politis, Miltiadis Tsilagopoulos, Georgios
Kyriafinis & Alexandros Palaskas

11:30-11:45

Towards new rules for data protection?
Lilian Mitrou

Industrial property law and inventorship in Greece,
1920-1987
Stathis Arapostathis

Mobile computers, mobile devices, mobile
interfaces: … mobile ethics?
Dionysios Politis, Miltiadis Tsilagopoulos, Georgios
Kyriafinis & Alexandros Palaskas

11:45-12:00

Towards new rules for data protection?
Lilian Mitrou

Industrial property law and inventorship in Greece,
1920-1987
Stathis Arapostathis

Mobile computers, mobile devices, mobile
interfaces: … mobile ethics?
Dionysios Politis, Miltiadis Tsilagopoulos, Georgios
Kyriafinis & Alexandros Palaskas

12:00-12:30

LUNCH BREAK

13:30-14:00

14:00-15:00

LUNCH BREAK

COFFEE BREAK

KEYNOTE SPEECH

PROFESSOR MARCO RICOLFI
Towards a third paradigm of creativity and technological innovation?
Guest Respondent Keynote Speaker: Lambros Kotsiris

Chair: Professor Eugenia Alexandropoulou, Deputy Rector of University of Macedonia
IT at the service of citizens and legal professionals’ cross-border access to legal means in Europe: The Greek e-Justice pilot of European Payment Order
George Pangalos, Ioannis Salmatzidis & Ion Pangalos

12:30-13:00

12:00-15:00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:00-15:15</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: Criminal protection of personal data in Greece</td>
<td>Amphitheatre 13</td>
<td>Dimitris Anastassopoulos &amp; Fereniki Panagopoulou-Koutnatzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:45-16:00</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: Application of data protection concepts to cloud computing</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Efthimia Moschidou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:00-16:15</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: The relationship between judiciary and public opinions: a political sociology interpretation</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Maria-Daphne Papadopoulou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:15-16:30</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: In what sense the culture of filial piety poses a threat to defining privacy during the age of big data</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Maria Botti &amp; Vicky Ganatsiou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30-16:45</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: Mixed reality in our everyday life: the Internet of things, bitcoin and how the laws affect them</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Toledano Joan Ramos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:45-17:00</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: Mixed reality in our everyday life: the Internet of things, bitcoin and how the laws affect them</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Konstantinos Kalemis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:00-17:15</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: Mixed reality in our everyday life: the Internet of things, bitcoin and how the laws affect them</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Konstantinos Kalemis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:15-17:30</td>
<td>Privacy Issues II: Mixed reality in our everyday life: the Internet of things, bitcoin and how the laws affect them</td>
<td>Conference Hall – Tower of Applied Informatics</td>
<td>Konstantinos Kalemis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ICIL 2014 will be hosting a special session on a philosophical nature involving the Web.
SATURDAY 31 MAY 2014 14:30-16:45

12:30-13:30

KEYNOTE SPEECH

PROFESSOR EMILIOS CHRISTODOULIDES
Information and democracy: reflections on a complex relationship
Guest Respondent Keynote Speaker: Mariarosaria Taddeo

13:30-14:30

LUNCH BREAK

14:30-14:45

Chair: Komninos Komnios & Panagiotis Kitsos
Satellite surveillance and environmental law enforcement in the Brazilian Amazon
Raoni Rajao & Theo Vurdubakis

Chair: Maria Bottis & Eugenia Alexandropoulou
Personal data e-processing in scientific research
Eugenia Alexandropoulou

14:45-15:00

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
International jurisdiction for Internet disputes arising out of the contractual obligations
Danijela Vrbljanac

Chair: Komninos Komnios & Panagiotis Kitsos
Horizontal surveillance: everybody watching everybody else
Vincent C. Muller

15:00-15:15

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
No safe haven: the storage of data secrets
Harry Halpin

Chair: Maria Bottis & Dimitris Gritzalis
The workers’ personal data and the surveillance by RFID
Teresa Coelho Moreira

15:15-15:30

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
Privacy in the era of new surveillance technologies
Panagiotis Kitsos & Paraskevi Pappa

Chair: Maria Bottis & Dimitris Gritzalis
Freedom of the Internet can play
Ioannis Boitisis & Nikos Koutsoupis

15:30-15:45

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
A digital quarter for Greek civil proceedings: onward to e-litigation
Kalamboukis & Lilian Mitrou

Chair: Maria Bottis & Dimitris Gritzalis
Legal issues of aggregating and curating information flows: the case of RSS protocol
Dimitra Karydi & Ioannis Karydis

15:45-16:00

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
Internet and the individuals: problems and possible law solutions
Hemion Braho & Edi Spaho

Chair: Maria Bottis & Dimitris Gritzalis
Freedom of teaching in Greek college education: the role of the OERs according to academia’s perspective
Nikos Koutras, Eliza Makridou & Iliana Araka

16:00-16:15

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
How to make science without money
Ivan Trencheva & Miglena Trencheva

Chair: Maria Bottis & Dimitris Gritzalis
Open access software usage in public and private institutions: existing legislation and new challenges in Southeastern Europe
George Skeberis & Nikos Koutsoupis

16:15-16:30

Chair: Apostolos Anthimos & Tatiana Synodinou
3D printing and its regulation dynamics
Kyriakos Pierrakakis, Miltiadis Kandias, Charitini D. Gritzalis & Dimitris Gritzalis

Chair: Maria Bottis & Dimitris Gritzalis
Kotsiplieris, Spiliopoulos, Christodoulou & Dimopoulou